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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Rural communities in Southeast Wyoming (Goshen and Platte Counties) and western Nebraska (Scotts
Bluff and Morrill Counties) and adjacent rural areas along the North Platte River basin within these
Counties are experiencing deteriorating water quality, and it is becoming increasingly difficult and
expensive to meet public water quality standards. This lack of dependable water quality limits the
ability of the region to remain vibrant and sustain current and future growth and economic vitality.
Goshen County, Wyoming, Scotts Bluff County, Nebraska, the City of Scottsbluff, Nebraska and the City
of Torrington, Wyoming signed an initial proposal to the Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) for funds to
conduct an Appraisal Investigation of potable water supply alternatives to this region. Goshen County,
as the contracting entity, then entered into an agreement with the USBR for execution of this Appraisal
Investigation Study. The Project Team, comprised of representation from Wyoming and Nebraska
counties and communities, and the USBR personnel met with representatives of the consultant on a
regular basis throughout the study. As well, an Advisory Group, consisting of representatives from the
USBR, Wyoming State Water Officials and Nebraska State Water Officials provided key input during the
study process. Numerous meeting were held with community and county representatives, state water
officials, and representatives of entities/agencies with water supply interests within the project area.
This study was completed under the Rural Water Supply Act of 2006, in response to the Bureau of
Reclamation Rural Water Supply Program Funding Opportunity Announcement No. R10SF80458. USBR
personnel provided valued direction and input throughout this Appraisal Investigation.
This Platte Alliance Water Supply (PAWS) Appraisal Investigation included an area shown on the
following Vicinity Map.
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To address critical potable water health and safety issues, this Appraisal Investigation study reviews
historic water use; evaluates the current situation; identifies potential opportunities; and defines a
cost-effective alternative to most effectively address water quality issues.
Initially, previous studies within the project area were assembled and reviewed, as well as existing water
compact requirements.
Existing (current) situation:
 Historically, within the PAWS area, agricultural uses account for 80+% of the North Platte River
basin water use. Existing community potable water uses account for a small percentage of the
use of existing water rights.
 Currently the PAWS communities’ water supply comes from pumping groundwater from wells in
the vicinity of the North Platte River. Historically, both Wyoming and Nebraska have not set
quantity requirements for municipal wells. However, Wyoming has recently asked municipalities
set a volumetric cap of the maximum amount of anticipated use (in gallons per minute) of each
municipal well.
 Water quantity is not an issue for the communities. Water quality and the cost to provide
potable water to the communities are the issue. Moving points of diversion from existing
municipal water supplies must account for maintaining North Platte River stream flow and must
not detrimentally impact irrigation water rights. Change in the point of diversion may require
mitigation of impact to surface water users.
 Most community potable water supplies within the area are from alluvial wells and the water
quality has been deteriorating. The PAWS area is experiencing a progressively increasing
presence of some elements in the public water systems, particularly Nitrates, Uranium and
Arsenic. This may be awareness due in part to the increased level of monitoring and testing;
however, research indicates the increasing Nitrate levels are also the long term result of the
agriculture practices in the rural areas. Treatment of these constituents requires increasingly
more elaborate and expensive processes.
 The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), through the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), has
developed standards for Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) of constituents within the water
source. As identified within the SDWA, this list of constituents and corresponding MCL standards
will continually evolve and expand, potentially requiring modifications to existing water
treatment processes for future compliance.
 Due to the rural nature of these communities, potable water use, per capita, has been relatively
high.
Numerous alternative potable water supply solutions, including the “Do-Nothing or No-Action”
alternative was identified and evaluated. Based on historical and regulatory directions, it became
obvious a “No-Action” alternative is not viable, as it does not address the critical potable water health
and safety issues.
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The recommended alternative includes:
 Create a PAWS entity (Joint Powers Board) comprised of Wyoming and Nebraska state and local
officials to mitigate impacts to surface users due to change in points of diversion and assure
both state’s allocations and requirements are maintained in accordance with current compacts.
(Or potentially, for each state to establish a PAWS Joint Powers Board with both PAWS JPBs
entering into a contract for operation of the system.)
 Identify a long term (50 year) solution with flexibility to provide potable water for future
forecasted regional populations and address potential additional EPA standard water quality
requirements.
 Provide a water supply to the PAWS communities at a location upstream in the North Platte
River in the vicinity of the Town of Guernsey, Wyoming. Based on preliminary investigations,
water quality at the upstream location does not contain the Uranium, Nitrate and Arsenic
concentrations currently necessitating reverse osmosis treatment processes; and provides
significantly “simplified” treatment. As an example, water supply from the North Platte River for
the Town of Douglas (located approximately 50 miles upstream from the Town of Guernsey),
requires only a slow sand filter and chlorination to comply with current regulations.
 Incentivize PAWS communities to reduce consumptive potable water use through water
conservation measures, including: “metering” of individual tap use; upgrades to distribution
piping; use of non-potable sources for watering lawns, municipal parks and golf courses, etc.;
and public education.
 Construct a single water treatment plant to treat the water supply, and provide a gravity
transmission pipeline to deliver treated water to the PAWS communities.
 Provide wholesale water to the PAWS communities. Each community would tap into this
transmission line and deliver water through existing municipal distribution networks.
 Changes to the points of diversion will most likely require mitigation of impacts to surface water
users.
 As treatment processes are continually evolving and transmission alternatives may require less
energy; subsequent feasibility studies and designs should further evaluate innovative treatment
options; and wind, solar, and hydroelectric power generation particularly at pressure reducing
stations located along the transmission pipeline.
Budget level cost estimates indicate the capital costs for construction of the regional PAWS facilities
(assuming a 50% grant, 50% loan at 4%) will break even with the current O&M costs within 12 years; and
the subsequently required water rates to individual users within the PAWS system are within USBR
“affordability” parameters.
There is understanding and support throughout the PAWS region that maintaining water quality is
indeed a significant health and safety issue. This understanding is also held by County, State and Federal
staff and elected officials.
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This Appraisal Investigation recommends advancement to the Feasibility Study level; as the
recommended alternative appears financially viable; has local, regional and state support; and
provides the most effective long-term solution to a growing health and safety issue.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Purpose and Scope of Study
Rural communities in southeast Wyoming (Goshen and Platte Counties) and western Nebraska (Scotts
Bluff and Morrill Counties) and adjacent rural areas along the North Platte River basin, within these
counties, are experiencing deteriorating water quality, and it is becoming increasingly difficult and
expensive to meet public water quality standards. This lack of dependable water quality limits the
ability of the region to remain vibrant and sustain current and future growth and economic vitality.
The following chart identifies rural communities and rural area water supplies that have exceeded
primary maximum contamination levels (PMCLs) and secondary maximum contaminant levels (SMCLs)
for constituents as identified in the Safe Drinking Water Act.

This Study:
 Identifies existing water quality needs;
o An analysis of domestic, municipal, and industrial water quality problems, needs and
opportunities in the project area was conducted, primarily using data from previous
studies.
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 Identifies the consequences of a No-Action alternative;
o No-Action includes those actions most likely to be taken within the study area during
the planning horizon to address the identified problems, needs or opportunities if no
Bureau of Reclamation Rural Water Program action is taken.
 Identifies alternative solutions and issues associated with each alternative;
o A preliminary assessment of alternatives to address the identified water quality
problems, needs and opportunities was undertaken.
 Identifies the Bureau of Reclamation’s role in operations of the North Platte River throughout
the study area; and
 Recommends alternative solution(s) for further consideration in a subsequent feasibility study.
o The real purpose of the investigation is to determine if there is at least one viable
alternative that warrants a more detailed investigation through a cost-shared feasibility
study.

Project Sponsor(s)/Partners
The Goshen County, Wyoming/Commission Chairman, Scotts Bluff County, Nebraska/ Commission
Chairman, the City of Scottsbluff, Nebraska/Mayor and the City of Torrington, Wyoming/Mayor all
demonstrated support for the study and have signed the initial proposal for an Appraisal Investigation.
The USBR then entered into an agreement with Goshen County for execution of this study. The general
study scope of work, study cost and schedule as identified in the Proposal, is included as Appendix A:
USBR Proposal to this report. The Proposal schedule has been modified (compressed) to provide for a
report deliverable in October, 2011 and align with potential subsequent USBR funding opportunities and
this is provided in Appendix B: Modified Study Schedule. Subsequent schedule modifications moved for
a final report deliverable in November 2012.
A Project Team comprised of representation from Wyoming and Nebraska counties and communities
and the USBR met with representatives of the consultant on a regular basis throughout the study
process. As well, an Advisory Group, consisting of representation from the USBR, Wyoming State Water
Officials and Nebraska State Water Officials provided key input during the study process. Numerous
meetings were held with community and county representatives, state water officials, and
representatives of entities/agencies with water supply interests within the project area. Two public
meetings were conducted to solicit input from project area residents.
Times and dates, participants and notes of these meetings; as well as letters of affirmation and support
from regional community representatives of a regional potable water supply facility and subsequent
cost-shared feasibility study toward that end are all included within Appendix C: Participants/Sponsors.
This demonstrates widespread understanding of the critical nature of the regional potable water quality
issues, and support for subsequent efforts to address this situation.
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Not only did the USBR sponsor this Appraisal Investigation; significant value was added through
direction, clarification, discussion, and input by key USBR staff. Appendix H includes some of the
discussion and input received during this study and in preparation of this report.

Study Authority
This study is being completed under the Rural Water Supply Act of 2006 (Title I, Pub. L 109-451; 120
Stat. 3346; 43 U.S.C. 2401 et seq.) and 43 CFR Part 404; in response to the Bureau of Reclamation Rural
Water Supply Program Funding Opportunity Announcement No. R10SF80458.

Description of the Project Area
The project area, located in southeastern Wyoming and western Nebraska (see the PAWS Location
Map); Goshen and Platte counties in Wyoming and Scotts Bluff and Morrill counties in Nebraska is a
rural, agricultural area (See the PAWS Vicinity Map).

PAWS Location Map
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PAWS Vicinity Map
The agriculture aspect of this area comes from the raising of corn (a portion of the corn is produced and
provided to the local ethanol plant), oats, wheat, sugar beets, hay alfalfa, beans and other crops for food
and/or feed for livestock. The average rainfall is 14 inches per year.
The North Platte River flows west to east through the center of the area. The North Platte River is the
common, significant surface water supply for the entire region. The USBR provides operation and
maintenance of the North Platte River and associated facilities throughout this entire region.
The area includes the incorporated communities of Guernsey, Hartville, Lingle, Fort Laramie, Torrington,
Yoder, Veteran, and La Grange in Wyoming; and Henry, Morrill, Mitchell, Scottsbluff, Gering, Terrytown,
Bridgeport, Bayard, and Minatare in Nebraska; and in addition, the rural areas of Melbeta and McGrew
in Nebraska, and Huntley, and Hawk Springs in Wyoming.
The area includes numerous reservoirs, among them; Guernsey Reservoir, Grayrocks Reservoir, Springer
Reservoir, Hawk Springs Reservoir, all which support agricultural, recreation and fishery activities.
Most community potable water supplies within the area are from alluvial wells and the water quality has
been deteriorating. It has been demonstrated that the farming practices of adding fertilizers and
herbicides has increased the level of Nitrates in the water, and this increases as one travels downstream
(from west to east). The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), through the Safe Drinking Water Act
(SDWA), has developed constituent standards for Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) of constituents
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within the water source. As identified within the SDWA, this list of constituents and corresponding MCL
standards will continually evolve and expand, potentially requiring modifications to existing water
treatment processes for future compliance.
Recently, due to the advent of enhanced recovery technology, the Niobrara shale formation has been
identified as a significant source for oil and gas; and this area is experiencing significant interest and
activity from energy companies. Wells to recover this resource require significant volumes of water; and
this activity has potential additional impacts to area water supplies. Also, the area has been identified as
a potential area for wind energy development. With these energy sources comes the need for energy
transmission, either pipelines and/or electric transmission lines; all potentially impacting water quantity
and water quality needs within the project area.

Previous and Current Studies
Previous studies identifying existing water quantity, water quality, water transmission, storage and
distribution and planned improvements within the rural communities are identified and summarized in
Appendix D: Previous & Current Studies. Also, North Platte River basin studies and plans that identify
current and anticipated water situations and issues are summarized in Appendix D: Previous & Current
Studies.

Study Milestones
Study milestones are included in the schedule in Appendix B: Modified Study Schedule; and include
public meetings, Advisory Group meetings, USBR reviews, and a Report Deliverable of October, 2011.
The schedule was extended until, to provide for and address additional review discussion. The schedule
was subsequently extended until December 2013.
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CHAPTER II: EXISTING AND FUTURE CONDITIONS
Existing Conditions
Platte and Goshen Counties in Wyoming and Scotts Bluff and Morrill Counties in Nebraska comprise a
rural, agricultural area located in southeastern Wyoming and western Nebraska (see the Location Map).
The agriculture aspect of this area comes from the raising of corn (a portion of the corn is produced and
provided to the local ethanol plant), oats, wheat, sugar beets, hay alfalfa, beans and other crops for food
and/or feed for livestock. The average rainfall is 14 inches per year.
The project area includes the incorporated communities of Hartville, Guernsey, Lingle, Fort Laramie,
Torrington, Yoder, La Grange in Wyoming; and Henry, Lyman, Morrill, Mitchell, Scottsbluff, Gering,
Terrytown, Bayard, Bridgeport, and Minatare in Nebraska; and in addition, the rural areas of Melbeta
and McGrew in Nebraska, and Huntley, Veteran and Hawk Springs in Wyoming.
The Safe Drinking Water Act established Maximum Contamination Level (MCL) standards, and operation
and reporting standards, for public water systems, including cities, towns, communities and all public
water districts. And, since that time, some MCL standards have been modified, and MCLs have been
established for additional elements. This is expected to continue. As a result, the cost of operation and
maintenance of public (potable) water systems has increased; as systems must adjust to meet the
updated criteria. Meeting the changing and updated standards, while beneficial and necessary, creates a
significant hardship for many smaller and rural public water systems.
The Platte Alliance Water Supply (PAWS) area is experiencing a progressively increasing presence of
some elements, particularly Nitrates, Uranium and Arsenic in the public water systems. This may be
awareness, due in part, to the increased level of monitoring and testing; however, research indicates it
is also the long term result of the agriculture practices in the rural areas.
Existing Nitrate Sampling Data for the Wyoming area is shown in Exhibit 2A and Existing Uranium
Sampling Data for the Wyoming area is shown in Exhibit 2B (both taken from the Platte Goshen Regional
Master Plan Level I Study, September 2004). Existing Nitrate Sampling Data for the Nebraska area is
shown in Exhibit 2C, Existing Uranium Sampling Data for the Nebraska area is shown in Exhibit 2D and
Existing Arsenic Sampling Data for the Nebraska area is shown in Exhibit 2E (all taken from USGS
Reports). These exhibits illustrate, in the groundwater within the project area, there is generally a
widespread occurrence of Nitrate, Uranium or Arsenic concentration; and therefore there is not a high
probability that one could find a significant alluvial groundwater source that would not, if not
immediately, in the future require treatment for removal of Nitrates, Uranium and or Arsenic.
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EXHIBIT 2A
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EXHIBIT 2B
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EXHIBIT 2C
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EXHIBIT 2E
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A brief summary of existing, identified water quality issues in each of these communities or rural areas
follows:

WYOMING
Hartville
Adjacent to the town is an abandoned Uranium mine (Sunrise). Existing wells adjacent to the
community of Hartville contain levels of Nitrates and Uranium that exceeds EPA standards; therefore,
the Town’s municipal water supply is from wells located approximately four and a half miles from town.
These wells currently do not exceed the EPA Nitrate and Uranium levels; however the levels of Uranium
and Nitrates appear to be increasing.

Guernsey
Guernsey relies on three alluvial wells to supply the municipal water system. In 1995, the Town
completed a Level I Master Plan, which recommended abandonment of one of the three wells, drilling
of a new well, the implementation of a Wellhead Protection Program for all wells, incorporate future
accommodations for water treatment disinfection requirements, and a future water treatment plant to
remove Iron and Manganese as concentrations exceed the secondary standards of the Safe Drinking
Water Act.
In August, 2003, the Town received an EPA Administrative Order from the Region 8 EPA office and was
cited for two monitoring requirements, the Total Coliform Rule (TCR), and initial monitoring of a new
water source (Well #4) for radioactivity. A review of water quality testing done when Well #4 was
developed in 2001, indicated high Radon levels.
In November, 2003, Level II study recommendations included; the previous TCR violations were isolated
instances, not expected to be repeated and therefore disinfection is not required at this time; and
construction of water lines to connect the three wells and provide mixing equipment for mitigation of
high Radon levels.

Fort Laramie
The Town’s supply is from two alluvial wells, one drilled in 1949 and the other in 1967. A Level II Study
completed in 2008 recommended the upgrading of distribution lines, improvement of the chlorination
system, and the creation of a records system, incorporating system security measures, and the
restoration of the Town’s surface irrigation system.

Lingle
Lingle’s water supply is from three alluvial wells. A regional water quality investigation identified
numerous wells around Lingle that have elevated Nitrate levels; however Lingle’s wells have not yet
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exceeded the Nitrate standard. A Level I Study completed in 1998 recommended to install a
chlorination system, implement water meters and to develop a Wellhead Protection Plan.

Torrington
A Nitrate Sampling Program for the Torrington Wellhead Protection Area from April 1994 through
August 1998 indicated Nitrate to be widespread in the ground water in and near Torrington.
Torrington area residents receive their water supply from a series of wells. A Level I Study completed in
1995 identified a scenario that Nitrate levels in the City’s wells continue to increase; recommended
construction of a new well field (8 wells) west of town; and identified water delivery options for rural
areas adjacent to the town.
In 1997, a subsequent report recommended the drilling and testing of a well to further evaluate the
viability of the proposed well field.
Since 2000, Torrington has been treating the water supply for Nitrate concentrations in the ground
water that exceed EPA’s standard. The City uses a reverse osmosis (RO) system to blend water from the
various wells to comply with the EPA standard.
Torrington also provides water to the adjacent rural water entities, including; South Torrington, East
Highway, West Highway Sewer District, Area West of West Highway Sewer District, McKenna Road,
Cottonwood 1 and 2, and Coffee Grounds.

Yoder
In 1982, to rehabilitate its municipal water supply Yoder drilled a test well south of Town. This well did
not produce sufficient quantity or quality of water to meet the municipal needs. In 1989 the Town
initiated another test well investigation. Three wells north of Town were drilled, tested and found to
meet the Town’s municipal needs. Currently, the Town of Yoder relies on four wells located
approximately three and one half miles from town. As the levels of Uranium and Arsenic have
increased; and the Town is currently engaged in drilling of additional wells in an attempt to identify a
water source within EPA standards.

LaGrange
Groundwater wells provide LaGrange’s community water supply. Although currently in compliance, tests
indicate Arsenic levels in the water supply are increasing and approaching the EPA compliance
requirements. The Town is exploring near term future treatment options.

Rural Wyoming Water Areas
The rural areas of Huntley, Veteran and Hawk Springs all rely on private domestic water wells. The EPA
does not require private water supplies be tested and adhere to EPA water quality standards. However,
water quality tests in these areas have identified levels of Uranium, Arsenic and Nitrates in excess of EPA
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standards. Hawk Springs’ residents are currently requesting assistance from State and Federal agencies
to identify solutions to this water quality situation.

NEBRASKA
Henry
A 2008 Preliminary Engineering Report identified that the Village of Henry was under a Lead/Copper
Exceedance Advisory and recommended Henry’s water supply (from the 2007 Western Regional Water
System Feasibility Study recommendation) come from the development of Morrill’s well field to provide
water for Henry, Morrill, and Lyman.

Lyman
A 2006 Preliminary Engineering Report identified that Lyman receives its water supply from three wells
with one well removed from service as it is under the influence of surface water. The Village is under an
Administrative Order for both Arsenic and Uranium MCL violations for the remaining wells. The report
recommended evaluation of alternative water sources. The subsequent (2007 Western Regional Water
System Feasibility Study) study recommended development of the existing Morrill well field as a water
source for Henry, Morrill and Lyman.

Morrill
A 2005 Preliminary Engineering Report identified two of the three domestic wells exceeding MCLs for
Uranium and Arsenic. The subsequent (2007 Western Regional Water System Feasibility Study) study
recommended development of the existing Morrill well field as a water source for Henry, Morrill and
Lyman.

Mitchell
A 2007 Western Regional water System Feasibility Study identified that Mitchell is not presently under
any Administrative Order for water quality, and they have just begun compliance sampling for Uranium.
Mitchell is continuing use of its existing wells.

Scottsbluff
The City of Scottsbluff has recently developed a new well field to replace some of the existing wells in
town that are exceeding the MCLs. This new well field is experiencing an increase in Uranium levels.

Terrytown
The existing water supply wells for the City of Terrytown are experiencing increasing levels of Arsenic
and Uranium and are close to current MCLs.
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Gering
Gering’s municipal water supply is from a number of alluvial wells. Some of these wells exceed the
Arsenic MCL; however are only needed to meet peak day demands, and can be utilized if the water is
blended with other wells. In June, 2005, the city received a Notice of Uranium MCL Violation. The City is
currently meeting standards by blending water from a series of wells to meet fluctuating demands; and
evaluating development of additional wells; and/or construction of treatment facilities.

Minatare
Minatare was placed under an Administrative Order from the State of Nebraska Department of Health &
Human Services as the water supply exceeded the standard for Uranium. A 2009 Feasibility Study
identified an alternative solution that Minatare purchase water from the City of Scottsbluff. That
recommendation is currently being implemented.

Bayard
In 2009, the City of Bayard was placed under an Administrative Order from the State of Nebraska
Department of Health & Human Services as the water supply exceeded the standard for Nitrate
concentrations. A 2009 Preliminary Engineering Report identified one alternative as construction of a
water treatment plant, and currently the City of Bayard is constructing a water treatment plant for
Nitrate removal.

Bridgeport
In June 2005 the City received an Administrative Order for violation of the Uranium MCL. One
alternative recommendation that is currently being implemented is the development of two additional
wells in the northeast area of the community and the construction of an ion exchange treatment plant.

Rural Nebraska Water Areas
Currently there is no public water supply system for the rural areas of Melbeta and McGrew, as
resident’s water supply is from domestic wells. Recent water quality sampling in this rural area has
identified Nitrate levels that exceed the MCLs.

The Platte River Basin Plan, Wyoming water Development Commission, May 2006, identified potential
long term regional water supply solutions for the Wyoming area in similar scope to the PAWS area. The
Initial Assessment North Platte Natural Resources District Arsenic and Uranium Study Nebraska (US
Army Corps of Engineers, July 2005) was conducted responding to the EPA revised standard decreasing
the MCL for arsenic in drinking water. This included an area in Nebraska similar to the PAWS area. Both
studies identified a long term regional system; however, did not provide a specific time or
recommendation.
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Existing Water Rates
The following table identifies current water rates in place within the communities.
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Water Use
This Appraisal Investigation is initiated to evaluate and develop recommendations to address water
quality issues rather than water quantity issues. The base premise is that through potable water
conservation, these communities and rural areas will be able to reduce potable water consumption to
accommodate future growth.
The following table, Existing Water Usage, identifies recent historic water use for the PAWS
communities.

1 Nebraska communities, population from 2000 census
2 Wyoming communities, population from 2004 Platte Goshen Regional Master Plan Level I
Study,WWDC
* Nebraska communities, maximum yearly volume within last 5 years (2005-2010)

Of note in the Existing Water Use table is the high average use in gallons per capita per day. These
existing water use values do not include commercial irrigation uses (greater than 1 acre); however do
include watering for some recreational parks within some of the communities.
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As the cost of water treatment to comply with the Safe Water Drinking Act (SWDA) and the
deteriorating water quality in the area increase, PAWS residents will be encouraged to implement water
conservation measures. Initial water conservation opportunities may include: education; metering
water use; identification and rehabilitation of deficient water distribution piping; and discouraging water
use for irrigation and other uses that do not require potable water.
 As these communities experience increasing deterioration of the quality of their potable water
supplies, many are engaging in public discussions as to methods and measures to take to reduce
potential spiraling water costs. Also, the drought of the early part of this century significantly
impacted this area; and many communities initiated rationing of water use. Although this hasn’t
been necessary the last few years, residents are more cognizant of the real potential for future
“dry” years.
 For smaller rural communities, the metering of potable water use has regularly demonstrated
approximately 50% decrease in potable water use. Many of the communities either have
recently implemented metering of their potable water use, or are in the initial process of
implementing a metering system.
 From review of the existing literature, several of these communities have identified deficient
existing water distribution piping. As an example Torrington has identified deficient (failing)
water distribution piping and developed a timetable to repair (worst cases first) deficient water
distribution piping. Other communities are in similar stages of discussion of the identification of
deficient piping, and development of a process to repair this piping.
 Again, using Torrington as an example, several communities are evaluating use of non-potable
water for irrigation of community recreation areas (parks) and golf courses.

Water Rights
The project area lies entirely within the North Platte River Basin. Historic water use has largely been for
agriculture irrigation. The Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) has constructed large reservoirs along the
North Platte River upstream, within and downstream of the project area. These reservoirs provide
storage supplies for federal irrigation projects, as well as hydropower generation. Guernsey Reservoir,
within the project area is one of these reservoirs. Along the Laramie River major reservoirs include
Wheatland No.2, Wheatland No.3 and Grayrocks. Wheatland No.1 and No.2 store water for irrigation.
Grayrocks Reservoir’s principal function is to provide cooling water for coal fired power generation, and
also provides water for recreation and irrigation, as well.
The Territory of Wyoming was created on July 25, 1868, and shortly thereafter, the first water laws were
drafted. These laws set the foundation of water law as it exists today by establishing the ideas of priority
of appropriation and stewardship of water resources.
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In the late 1800s the Carey Act promoted reclamation of lands in the western states for irrigation and
settlement, and this prompted development of water projects.
The apportionment of water between Wyoming and Nebraska, for irrigation, has historically been
disputed. In 1934, Nebraska filed a lawsuit against Wyoming claiming priority water rights in Nebraska
were not being honored due to diversions in Wyoming for junior rights; and in 1945 the Supreme Court
upheld rights in Nebraska and set limitations on appropriations of North Platte water in Wyoming. In
1986, Nebraska filed a lawsuit reopening the decree that resulted in establishment of the 2001 Modified
North Platte Decree.
In 1997, a Cooperative Agreement for Platte River Research and Other Efforts Relating to Endangered
Species Habitat Along the central Platte River, Nebraska was signed to address aspects of the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service’s recovery plans for target species (Whooping Crane, Piping Plover, Interior Least
Tern, and the Pallid Sturgeon) that relate to the habitats of these species. This Cooperative Agreement
led to creation of a Governance Committee to implement Platte River Recovery Implementation
Program (PRRIP), intended to provide an “efficient, effective, and equitable way to create improvement
in the habitat” of the Platte River target species while allowing numerous existing and some proposed
Platte River water projects and activities to continue and to meet the requirements of the Endangered
Species Act (ESA).
Nebraska surface water rights have been regulated based on the seniority of the application, and
groundwater has been unregulated. In 1997, it was determined that the North Platte River drainage
basin was over appropriated. Subsequently, it was ruled to bring rights back to the 1997 levels.
Agricultural water rights were restricted to a volume per acre of land. Municipalities were given a
temporary exception to allow for growth; and the State is currently establishing a base line to determine
this quantity. The North Platte NRD basin has stipulated that there is a direct connection with all
groundwater wells and surface water flows; and all water pumped from ground water wells will create
depletion to the North Platte River.
Currently the PAWS communities’ water supply comes from pumping groundwater from wells in the
vicinity of the North Platte River. Historically, both Wyoming and Nebraska have not set quantity
requirements for municipal wells. Historic municipal water supply wells within the PAWS area, by water
compact definition, have been designated as not hydrologically connected to the North Platte River
surface water, even though they are. Exhibit 2F identifies areas with groundwater defined as
hydrologically connected to the surface flows of the North Platte River Basin.
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Water quantity is not an issue for the communities, rather the water quality and the cost to provide
potable water to the communities. Moving points of diversion from existing municipal water supplies
must account for maintaining North Platte River streamflow; and not detrimentally impact irrigation
water rights. Change in the point of diversion requires mitigation of impact to surface water users.
The relocation of the point of diversion for the municipalities within Nebraska to Wyoming will create a
depletion to the river that will impact several surface water rights along the river with the most
significant impact at the Wyoming/Nebraska state line. Approximately 70% of the water needed for this
project will be delivered in Nebraska. As part of this study we have identified several possible methods
of mitigation; those include:
 Construction of a new off-river reservoir would allow for storage of water during the nonirrigation season. The stored water could then be utilized by the PAWS project during the
irrigation season, to prevent withdraws from the Platte River causing depletions.
 Purchase available storage water in Glendo Reservoir from surface irrigation rights below Lake
McConaughy. Currently there are irrigation districts that are supplied water from Lake
McConaughy during the irrigation season. The water supplied during irrigation is replaced with
water storage in Glendo, and is allowed to flow down during the winter. This storage could be
utilized by PAWS during the irrigation season and replaced during the summer and winter by the
water not pumped by the PAWS municipalities; making its way to the river and flowing down to
McConaughy.
 Reduce or eliminate the minimum flow requirement in the Laramie River downstream of
Grayrocks Reservoir to the confluence with the North Platte River. If this minimum flow can be
reduced or eliminated, that water could be stored for PAWS municipal use or used by PAWS to
mitigate depletions.
 Purchase of agricultural water rights. This would eliminate irrigation to farm land to mitigate the
depletion in the North Platte River to provide water to the PAWS system. These water rights
would only be used to provide water for “eligible” (potable water to rural communities) uses.
This is a less desirable mitigation scenario, as it would result in reduction of irritation water to a
significant amount of farm land. (Initial cost estimates estimated approximately 10,000 acres
would be required to mitigate agricultural water rights.)
The water supplies and water rights to supply the proposed service area will be of greater sufficiency
under the proposed regional system than they would otherwise be, simply based on regional control of
a requirement to implement conservation to get to the 155 gallons per capita per day (gpcpd)
consumption rate (which, from a wholesale perspective is much more likely to be successful than
individual efforts town-to-town). Specific rights are currently in place for each municipality; those rights
will necessarily be reallocated/reassigned/transferred, or whatever is appropriate and required as the
process develops – the details of this are to be defined in the proceeding feasibility study.
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Only recently in Wyoming have water rights issued by the State been set with a volumetric cap. Prior to
that (meaning rights issued prior to the 1990s, which includes a majority of municipal water rights in the
Platte River Valley) there are few, if any, volumetric restrictions from a rights perspective. However,
there are limitations from the Platte River Compact and the Depletions Program under the Compact.
Torrington, as an example, has a volumetric cap at approximately 30% above current consumption
under the Depletions Program. The ways around the cap are; (1) new or additional sources of water
(which is why Torrington is also participating in the Colorado-Wyoming Water Appropriation and Supply
Project); (2) greater efficiency of use (conservation providing the same volume of water to a greater
number of users); (3) increased non-potable supply that could potentially be counted differently under
the Program than potable supply); and/or (4) modifications to wastewater treatment processes that
have a positive effect on the Depletions Program.
On the Nebraska side of the border, there has only recently been any restriction on groundwater use.
This means that as a general statement, with the majority of municipal rights potentially tied to
groundwater there has been no cap on use volume.

Irrigation Districts
Historically, within the PAWS area, agricultural uses account for 80+% of the North Platte River basin
water use. The Wheatland Irrigation District and the Goshen Irrigation District in Wyoming; and the
Farmers Irrigation District and the Central Irrigation District in Nebraska all have significant water rights
and water storage rights in the North Platte River and the Laramie River in the PAWS study area. Existing
community potable water uses account for a small percentage of the use of existing water rights.

Environmental Resources
The North Platte River and the water it provides to the area is the dominating environmental resource of
the PAWS region. This resource and potential impacts to this resource are discussed within the
alternatives identified to provide potable water to this rural area.

Cultural and Historic Resources
Throughout the PAWS region there are designated State Parks and Historic Sites. These sites include
Guernsey State Park, Fort Laramie Historic Park, the Oregon Trail, and are not particularly “limiting” to
the identified regional potable water systems. Potential impacts to specific sites are discussed in Chapter
IV as they relate to a specific alternative.

Socio-Economic Conditions
The entire PAWS region can be characterized as a rural agricultural area; and as such has maintained a
low growth, low to moderate, stable, standard of living. Exhibit 2G includes two tables:
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Table 1 (Poverty Estimates and Percentages – Within the PAWS Area, Statewide, and in the United
States) illustrates poverty percentages in the counties within Wyoming and Nebraska; which are very
similar to the national averages.
Table 2 (Median Household Income and Percentages – Within the PAWS Area, Statewide, and in the
United States) illustrates the median household income of these counties is relatively 80 to 90 percent
of the median household income for all Wyoming and Nebraska counties; with similar comparisons (80
to 90 percent) of the US national percentages.

EXHIBIT 2G
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From the recently complete visioning study High Plains Initiative for Goshen and Platte counties, in
Wyoming, “From 1970-2000, the average population growth in Goshen and Platte counties was 0.8
percent per year while employment grew an average of 0.83 percent per year, a roughly one-to-one
ratio.”
Historic growth rates (1980-2000) for the PAWS area have been less than 1%; however, particularly in
Goshen County with the advent of new technologies, the area is recently experiencing some energy
extraction activity. Wind energy development, as well, has spurred activity. Probably the single largest
recent impact to date, in the Torrington area, is the construction of a new medium security state prison.
The Torrington housing market did not have the capacity to accommodate the hiring of approximately
400 personnel, and many newly hired employees commute from Mitchell, Morrill, and Scottsbluff areas
in Nebraska. The potential for an energy boom, dubbed the “Niobrara Oil Play”, in Southeast Wyoming,
could provide significant short term increases in population and provide long term population growth.
(In fact, oil companies, together, recently purchased additional copy machines for the Goshen County
Clerk’s office to reduce the significant delays experienced in requests for land ownership information.)
Therefore, a future population growth rate for the PAWS area of 1% appears reasonable.
Anticipated PAWS water rate increases identify current rates, water rate increase from Capital and
Operation & Maintenance Costs for the recommended Regional Water Treatment Plant and
Transmission System based on a 25% grant and 75% loan at 4% interest rate for 40 years, and the EPA
“Affordability” threshold of 2.5% of median household income.
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An “aggregate” (region-wide) “Affordability” index is calculated in the following table.
To "aggregate" the water rate increase and the EPA “Affordability” index, use the 2070 populations for
the incorporated communities (taken from the cost estimate spreadsheets) multiplied by the
affordability rate for these communities within each county (taken from EXHIBIT 2H). (Note, some small
communities and rural areas do not have an EPA "Affordability" water rate. These areas have been
designated with an N/A.) This provides a county wide affordability index. Take each county wide
affordability index and multiply by the 2070 county populations (taken from the Platte Alliance Water
Supply (PAWS) Population and Use Projections in Chapter 4), for each of the 4 counties. Divide this total
number by the total PAWS area 2070 population of 109,550 to produce a PAWS EPA “Affordability”
Water Rate.
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From this “Aggregated-Affordability” Index calculation, anticipated PAWS water rate increases are shown below in Exhibit 2H.

EXHIBIT 2H
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CHAPTER III: PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Need for Additional Supplies
As identified in Chapter II, the PAWS area is experiencing deteriorating water quality. Generally, it
appears the water quality deteriorates from West to East throughout the PAWS area. This is
predominately due to the historic increase of the use of fertilizers in this rural agricultural area; and, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) through the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) includes Primary
and Secondary Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) requirements for various constituents. Annually,
additional MCLs are established for constituents potentially present in public water supplies; and
established MCL requirements are adjusted. For safe drinking water, identification of these constituents
and MCLs for these constituents has highlighted water quality issues that have, in all likelihood,
historically been present in these public water supplies.
Past and present potable water supplies for these PAWS rural municipalities have come from shallow
wells. Historically, water from these wells was pumped into storage and distribution facilities and
delivered directly to the residents. These municipalities are experiencing significantly increased costs to
construct or modify potable water supply treatment facilities to comply with the SDWA requirements.
In order to enable the ability of the region to sustain current and future growth and economic vitality,
these communities are exploring all options to mitigate thee significant costs. This PAWS Appraisal
Investigation provides a regional system to provide potable water at a tap to the treated water
transmission pipeline for each community in the study area. Communities, on an individual basis, will
address modifications and upgrades to their current water storage and distribution infrastructure, and
comingling of their existing water supply.
The PAWS:
 Will be a wholesale provider of potable water to municipalities and water districts at a tap
location;
 Encourage extensive potable water conservation through metering, education, distribution
infrastructure improvements, and the discouragement of potable water use for lawn watering
purposes;
 Not be used for commercial irrigation (greater than 1 acre) use;
 Will utilize a transmission pipeline for the respective county populations (Goshen, Platte, Scotts
Bluff and Morrill). It will, however, exclude the municipal populations of Wheatland and
Chugwater in Platte County;
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 Transmission pipeline will be sized for 155 gallons per capita per day average use with a 2x peak
usage;
 Will size the transmission pipelines to ensure the delivery of the peak daily usage simultaneously
to all entities.
Conservation alternatives, treatment options, water supply alternatives and regionalization of delivery
and treatment facilities are all explored.

Problem and Opportunity Statements
Although options for conservation are evaluated, and water conservation measures will reduce
treatment alternative costs, this is a water quality issue rather a water quantity issue.
The specific problems to be addressed are threats to public health and safety for potable uses as related
to EPA primary and secondary standards. The PAWS is a regional rural municipal potable water solution
to water quality issues.
Currently, greater than eighty percent (+80%) of water use in the PAWS area is for irrigation. Significant
Irrigation Districts include; Wheatland Irrigation District (WID) and Goshen Irrigation District (GID) in
Wyoming, and Farmers Irrigation District (FID) and Central Irrigation District (CID) in Nebraska. The
PAWS is a rural municipal potable water solution to water quality issues. The Population and Use
Projections table provided in Chapter IV provides demand (average day and peak day volumes) for every
ten years. A table is also included in APPENDIX F to show the peak day demand for each community in
2070.
Water is the “life blood” for the vitality of this agricultural area. Historically, water use among the two
states and among irrigation districts has been contentious. The PAWS area includes 19 rural
communities and numerous rural water districts in four counties and two states.
A regional rural potable water delivery system must effectively address and manage rural potable water
delivery with numerous administrative requirements.

Planning Objectives, Constraints and Opportunities
This Appraisal Investigation study reviews historic water use, evaluates the current situation, identifies
potential opportunities, and defines a cost-effective alternative to most effectively address water quality
issues. Alternative plans must:
 Meet the municipal water quality needs for the 2070 projected population; providing potable
water to the regional PAWS rural communities, that meets EPA standards, including addressing
operational and reporting requirements; and,
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 Provide a long term alternative in which the initial capital costs and long term operational costs
are affordable to the regional rural communities.
Residents, administrative officials, and elected officials within the PAWS area must be aware of current
and upcoming water quality issues and endorse and support a regional water quality system
recommendation. Endorsement and support of this Investigation and its recommendations, at all levels,
is critical and necessary for recommendation of additional financial assistance via a Feasibility Study of
identified recommendations.
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CHAPTER IV: ALTERNATIVES
Numerous PAWS regional potable water supply alternatives were evaluated; including,
 No-Action Alternative
 Regional System with Supply from Grayrocks Reservoir
 Regional System with Supply from New Off-River Site
X

Minimal Potable Water Use Regional System

X

Regional System with Supply from Guernsey Reservoir

X

Regional System with Supply from wells in the vicinity of the Laramie River and the North Platte
River

X

Regional System with Supply from wells in the Wheatland Flats area

More detailed evaluations and relative budget level cost estimates were developed for the No- Action
Alternative, Regional System with Supply from Grayrocks Reservoir Alternative and the Regional
System with Supply from New Off-River Site Whalen Dam Alternative. The remaining alternatives are
briefly discussed in the Alternatives Considered-But-Dropped section at the end of this Chapter, and
additional information on these alternatives is included in Appendix E: Alternatives Considered-ButDropped.
Based on the alternatives considered, the recommended alternative is to provide a water supply to the
PAWS communities at a location upstream in the North Platte River in the vicinity of the Town of
Guernsey, Wyoming, to deliver raw water to a Regional PAWS Water Treatment Plant. Based on
preliminary investigations, this upstream source would not contain the Nitrates, Uranium and Arsenic
concentrations and the treatment processes would be significantly simplified. As an example, the water
supply from the North Platte River for the Town of Douglas (located approximately 50 miles upstream
from the Town of Guernsey), requires only a slow sand filter and chlorination to comply with current
regulations. This Appraisal Investigation identifies a reservoir site (named the Whalen Dam Alternative)
to function as the water storage reservoir for the water treatment plant.
Summer flows in the North Platte River primarily provide downstream irrigation water. As such,
meeting PAWS average or summer peaking potable rural water needs may prove problematic; due to
river capacities and water rights constraints. Therefore, an upstream storage reservoir allows PAWS to
meet these water delivery requirements. The upstream reservoir is sized to meet USBR funding
requirements (less than 5,000 acre-foot capacity) and comply with the North Platte summer irrigation
streamflow requirements. A 5,000 acre-foot capacity reservoir will provide PAWS 2007 average day
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potable water demand (49.4 acre-foot/day) for approximately 100 days; mitigating river depletion
during the irrigation season. The reservoir can then be filled during non-irrigation season.
A gravity, treated water transmission pipeline will be constructed to deliver treated water to the PAWS
communities.
The real innovation of the recommended alternative is the economic benefit of regionalization of water
systems for these rural communities; and securing a water source (upstream in the North Platte River)
which does not contain Nitrates, Uranium, and Arsenic concentrations in excess of the EPA
requirements.
The recommended alternative consisting of a regional potable water system with an upstream supply
provides:
 Enhanced health and safety benefits;
o

A single source for water treatment, rather than many smaller sources, can more
effectively provide the monitoring and treatment of the water supply. Also, the
recommended alternative identifies an upstream point of us, with a water quality that
eliminates the need to treat for Nitrates, Uranium, and Arsenic.

 Increased level of service;
o

A single source for water treatment can more effectively monitor water quality and
adapt to changes in water quality as well as changes in identification of constituents
within the water supply.

 Improved cost efficiency.
o

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is continuing to expand certification
requirements for operators and monitoring and notification of the water quality of
water supplies. Therefore, the operation and maintenance of a single regional system is
much less expensive than many smaller systems. This benefit will continue to increase
in the future. This also allows for more cost effective adaptability to address future
requirements.

It is demonstrated the capital costs for the construction of a regional PAWS facility (at a 50% grant, 50%
loan at 4% interest) will break even with current operation and maintenance costs within 12 years, and
the required increase in water rates to individual users within the PAWS system are within the EPA
“affordability” parameters.
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Alternatives Considered
No-Action Alternative
Typical considerations for construction and improvement projects include evaluations of a variety of
options that permit ranking based on cost and other considerations. An additional and equally
important option is to “do nothing” or consider what would happen if the project did not occur. In this
case, with regards to supplying potable water meeting drinking water standards, “do nothing” is not a
particularly viable alternative. The reasons why “No-Action” is not viable are as follows:
 First, ground water meeting current EPA standards is a limited quantity. As referenced in the
background literature evaluation within this report, when communities have sought to replace
current water sources that fail to meet current standards, they are progressively finding it
harder to locate the “pockets” of quality water. These pockets of water may either migrate
away from the current well fields or be depleted altogether.
 Secondly, the stated Drinking Water Strategy of the EPA is to “strengthen public health by
reducing contaminants in the drinking water.” The effective result of this goal is that the
allowable MCLs for existing “known contaminants” have been decreasing and will continue to
decrease. The strategy also states that the EPA will list additional contaminants’ MCLs as they
are identified. Effectively, in the effort to ensure that drinking water is safe for consumption,
the trend will be towards stricter standards. Water that is presently considered “unfit” for
consumption will not be considered “fit” through a relaxation of standards. Furthermore, water
that is either “marginal” or “safe” under present standards may be considered “unfit” as
standards become more stringent.
Consequently, through the increasing regulation of drinking water, communities will have to take some
form of action to continue to provide water considered “safe for consumption.” Therefore,
communities will be forced to take action to continue to provide potable water to their residents.
Whereas the EPA standards are stated as a moving (increasingly more stringent) target, and while the
EPA Drinking Water Strategy is working to identify/develop new technologies capable of
treating/removing current and as yet to be identified future contaminants, there is an inherent
challenge in addressing the “unknown unknowns.” However, with regard to presently available
technologies that are likely to address future identified toxins and contaminants, the Reverse Osmosis
process is most likely to be able to reduce or remove contaminants below their stated MCLs. Reverse
Osmosis is promising through the likelihood of developing new membranes sensitive to those
contaminants. Or, if such a membrane is not (or cannot be) developed, the treatment cost is likely to be
along a similar order of magnitude. It should be noted that in the past, when the EPA has lowered MCL
levels (e.g. Arsenic to 10 mg/l), the approach has been to lower the standard (make the standard more
stringent) in response to what is considered “safe” for the general public’s consumption regardless of
presently available technologies. It is not impossible that new standards will be developed to drive the
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industry to develop new treatment technologies. The EPA may offer temporary/limited waivers for the
implementation of new standards, but they will eventually have to be met.
Options were identified for potential to use or produce renewable energy.
The Regional System with Supply from Grayrocks Reservoir and the Regional System with Supply from
New Off-River Site Whalen Dam are adjacent or in the vicinity of current power producing facilities.
Options to utilize power produced at the coal fired Missouri Basin Electric Power Cooperative, or from
the hydroelectric facilities at Guernsey Dam were noted. This potential should be further evaluated in
subsequent Feasibility Studies.
The study area has been identified as a potential area for wind energy development. In fact, several
wind farms have been recently constructed north of Douglas, and additional wind farms are in different
stages of initial consideration within the study area. This potential should be further evaluated in
subsequent Feasibility Studies.
The Wyoming Water Development Commission has recently conducted numerous studies to identify
potential renewable hydropower energy use at regional potable water supply facilities and/or
constructed facilities. These studies have considered renewable energy potential at locations similar to
the pressure control stations proposed along the transmission pipeline. These studies address the
economic feasibility of construction of renewable energy facilities, including initial cost and long term
operations and maintenance considerations. While these studies have not developed renewable
hydropower energy use in regional potable water supply facilities, mainly due to smaller water volumes,
these potentials should be investigated in subsequent Feasibility Studies.
The power needs for these alternatives is largely at the water treatment plant, and subsequently at
several pressure control buildings. Potentially, power (solar and/or hydroelectric) could be produced at
the pressure control buildings. This would be considered in subsequent Feasibility Studies. The power
requirements at these pressure control buildings are very small, and the source depends upon the
proximity to existing power, and the volumes and head of pressure control needs. There are no
opportunities for purchase of Federal hydropower, and there are no non-Federal hydropower producers
in the area.
The No-Action Alternative considers of each community developing an independent reverse osmosis
treatment capability. In light of the above, this is a fair cost basis and a likely reality in the absence of a
regional treatment alternative. With reference to the variations under this alternative tabulated in the
appendices, we have developed our approach in the following manner:
 Potable water consumption of 155 gallons per capita per day (gpcpd). This is a reduction below
current anticipated “conservation rate” of 300 gpcpd, as irrigation and non-potable
consumption will be reduced or provided by other means.
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 An “economy of scale,” where capital improvement cost versus treatment cost can be higher for
smaller systems than for larger. In other words, there is a decreasing incremental treatment
cost per gallon with a relatively high initial equipment cost.
 Each water purveyor will have a substantial increase for staff’s salary & overhead as running a
Reverse Osmosis (RO) plant requires a higher class of operator versus a “pump and chlorination”
operation.
 Existing systems will require additional capital investment to combine distributed groundwater
extraction wells into a centralized plant and that equipment will have to be upgraded or
supplemented to boost pressures as required to effectively pass water through the RO
membrane.
For comparison purposes, initial cost estimated have been developed utilizing the following
assumptions.
Assumptions
Water System
 The PAWS system will provide wholesale water to cities, towns, villages and water districts. No
individual taps will be provided. A tap will be provided in the PAWS transmission pipeline
generally at a pressure to tie into existing distribution systems and to fill the entities existing
storage facilities.
 The 2070 population is forecasted with a 1% per year growth based on the 2010 population for
the counties of Platte and Goshen in Wyoming and Scotts Bluff and Morrill counties in Nebraska;
excluding the 2010 populations of Wheatland and Chugwater in Platte Counties (as these
alternatives do not include providing water to these towns). Population projections are
illustrated in the Population and Use Projections table located at the end of the chapter.
 PAWS will deliver the 2070 peak day demand of 310 gallons per capita per day to the projected
2070 population. The peak day demand is calculated two times the average day demand, of 155
gallons per capita per day. Use projections are illustrated in the Population and Use Projections
table.
 For purposes of initial concepts and cost estimates, the PAWS system will not include
rehabilitation of existing distribution facilities, will not include pipeline extension to connect to
existing distribution systems, and will not include storage facilities for the cities, towns, villages
and or water districts.
 Significant additional funding opportunities are available through USDA Rural Water, Wyoming
Water Development Commission, and others; to cities, villages, towns, and rural water districts
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for distribution pipeline rehabilitation, water storage facilities, etc. Each funding agency has
unique criteria to apply for and secure these funds.
Water Treatment Plant
This Alternative Investigation is to provide a feasible alternative that will provide for a 50-year (through
2070) design life. Projections show a peak demand in 2070 of 34 MGD. This report identifies
opportunities to reduce potable water consumption and the municipalities may elect to initially
comingle the PAWS potable water with their current treatment facilities. The further into the future
populations and use projections are the greater for the potential for deviations. The 34 MGD water
treatment plant will be designed to initially construct 50% of the capacity (17 MGD), with the ability to
expand the facility in the future, as needed. This concept incorporates prudent water treatment plant
design with abilities for redundancy, and partial operation for maintenance operations; coupled with the
ability to “insert” additional identical capacity as needed, in the future.
Future population projections may vary. As well, use projections may vary as the intent is to rigorously
promote potable water conservation measures. Appraisal level cost estimates illustrate initial PAWS
capital construction will “break even” with Operation and Maintenance costs of the No-Action
Alternative in approximately 12 years. Therefore, it is anticipated the initial 17 MGD Water Treatment
Plant capacity will provide potable water supplies through the “break even” period.
This concept provides for preliminary designs to address the 17 MGD capacity with provisions for
expansion to the full 34 MGD Water Treatment Plant, reduces initial construction costs, enabling
reduced loan payments and/or a more rapid loan payback, provides some flexibility to “adjust” water
treatment facilities as potential additional EPA standards may require, and provides additional ability to
incorporate new technologies.
Thus, the cost to expand the Water Treatment Plant to the full 34 MGD, as needed in the future, are not
included in the project cost estimates.
Transmission Pipeline
 The PAWS pipeline will generally have approximately a maximum 225 psi and a minimum 30 psi
pressure. Three pressure reducing stations will be provided along the alignment, generally in
the vicinity of Lingle, Morrill, and Minatare. It is anticipated some energy and economic savings
may be realized with the construction of facilities to produce power at these pressure reducing
stations. It is recommended that these pressure reducing stations be evaluated for the
economic viability to produce power in a subsequent Feasibility Study.
 The transmission pipeline will generally follow the US Highway 20/26 beginning in Guernsey and
extending to and through Fort Laramie, Lingle, Torrington, Henry, Morrill, Mitchell, Scottsbluff,
Minatare and Bayard; and at South Bayard will intersect Nebraska Highway 92 and extend to
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Bridgeport. The transmission pipeline will be a 42” diameter metallic pipeline extending
approximately to the Wyoming/Nebraska state line, a 36” diameter metallic pipeline extending
approximately to Scottsbluff, a 24” diameter pipeline extending approximately to Bayard, and a
16” diameter pipeline extending to Bridgeport.
 Conceptually, in addition to the taps for the identified cities, towns, villages and water districts,
county rural water taps are provided at the east boundary (downstream point of the pipeline) of
each county.
 “Fill” Stations may be incorporated at convenient locations, so that rural residents without
access to a public water system may access the PAWS water system. This use is encouraged.
This may also function as a temporary situation, if and until a rural area desires and meets
established criteria as a pubic system to ask for a tap into the PAWS transmission pipeline.
 It is anticipated PAWS pipeline facilities downstream of Guernsey will be identical for both the
Regional System with Supply from Grayrocks Reservoir and Regional System from Supply from
New Off-River Site Alternatives. However, operational requirements may vary with each
alternative depending upon adjudication of water rights.

Regional System with Supply from Grayrocks Reservoir
A water treatment plant intake will be constructed from the Grayrocks Reservoir outlet works facilities,
and extend to a PAWS Water Treatment Plant located downstream of Grayrocks Dam. The PAWS water
treatment plant will be a 17 MGD facility (with the ability to expand in the future, as needed, to provide
the peak day delivery of 34 MGD at the forecasted year 2070). The WTP outlet will pump water to the
east end of the Town of Guernsey and tie into the transmission point at this location. From this location
the transmission pipeline will generally follow the US Highway 20/26 to and through Fort Laramie,
Lingle, Torrington, Henry, Morrill, Mitchell, Scottsbluff, Minatare and Bayard; and at South Bayard will
intersect Nebraska Highway 92 and extend to Bridgeport.
Grayrocks Reservoir is owned and operated by the Missouri Basin Electric Power Cooperative (BEPC) and
operates to provide water to the cooling towers at the power plant located upstream of Grayrocks
Reservoir. Preliminary discussions have identified the potential to Missouri Basin Power Cooperative
staff. Preliminary discussions with Basin Electric Power Cooperative (BEPC) indicate they are receptive
to this concept, with the assurance that it would not impair their ability to meet their downstream water
releases, the reservoir could be expanded to provide the additional capacity, and they maintain their
priority right to use of the water. At this time, no commitments of the proposal have been provided.

Regional System with Supply from New Off-River Site Whalen Dam
A dam and reservoir (Whalen Canyon Reservoir) will be constructed north and east of the Town of
Guernsey. The USBR limits construction of storage reservoirs to impounding less than 5,000 acre-feet of
water and an embankment with a maximum height less than 50 feet for rural water funding eligibility.
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Therefore, this embankment will be constructed with a maximum 50-foot height and impound
approximately 4,144 acre feet of water. The dam embankment will be constructed for enlargement in
the future, if needed. An intake facility will be constructed in the North Platte River immediately south
of the embankment and pump water approximately 1½ miles to fill the reservoir. The reservoir will be
filled during the winter months (November through March). Peak demand of 17 MGD for 90 days
equals 4504 acre feet. Therefore, this reservoir could provide the summer peak daily demand for
approximately 80 days. Depending upon water use, some additional pumping of water from the North
Platte River to the reservoir may be required during the summer months. A water treatment plant will
be constructed adjacent to the downstream toe of the dam. A 17 MGD capacity water treatment plant
will initially be constructed, with the ability to expand to the 34 MGD capacity in approximately 25 years.
At this time the embankment and reservoir would also have to be expanded. A water transmission
pipeline will pump water to the Glendo storage reservoir and a water transmission pipeline will extend
from the PAWS water treatment and generally follow the US Highway 20/26 to and through Fort
Laramie, Lingle, Torrington, Henry, Morrill, Mitchell, Scottsbluff, Minatare and Bayard and at South
Bayard will intersect Nebraska Highway 92 and extend to Bridgeport.
From a water rights perspective, the Wyoming municipalities will seek a change in point of use for their
water supply. A key factor is that there shall be no North Platte River depletions into Nebraska. The
interpretation is that existing wells are under the influence of surface water and by abandoning existing
shallow wells and changing the point of use, additional water enters the North Platte River alluvium and
existing flows will not be depleted. The Nebraska communities may require a negotiated agreement
with Central Irrigation District to utilize their stored water in Glendo Reservoir.
An overall plan view of the first two alternatives is provided in Exhibit 4-1. Plan and profile of the water
treatment plant and pipeline for the Regional System with Supply from Grayrocks Reservoir to
Guernsey is provided in Exhibit 4-2, and a plan and profile of the Regional System with Supply from
New Off-River Site is provided in Exhibit 4-3. Conceptual PAWS transmission pipeline plan and profile
sheets are illustrated in Exhibit 4-T1 through Exhibit 4-T8.

Cost Estimates
These Appraisal Level cost estimates are based on October 2011 Unit Price Level estimates and no
interest during construction (IDC).
Operation & Maintenance Capital
No-Action

$486M + $170M = $656 Million

Regional System – Grayrocks Reservoir Supply

$217M + $328M = $545 Million

Regional System – New Off River Site – Whalen Reservoir Supply

$217M + $318M = $535 Million
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These costs include capital construction costs for the No-Action Alternative (to upgrade the existing
municipal water treatment plants to provide Reverse Osmosis Treatment); capital construction costs for
the other two alternatives (to include a water treatment plant with conventional treatment and
transmission facilities); and operation and maintenance costs (for the 50-year life of the facilities) for all
alternatives. The following cost estimate figures are provided:
 Exhibit 4A: Reverse Osmosis Treatment Cost – a graph illustrating cost of membrane treatment
facilities based on capacity.
 Exhibit 4B: Water Treatment Plant Capital and O&M Cost – Individual Water Treatment Plants
compared to a Single Regional Water Treatment Plant
 Exhibit 4C: Projected Water Rate Increases from Capital and O&M Cost – Individual Water
Treatment Plants for each Municipality and County (No-Action Alternative)
 Exhibit 4D: Projected Water Rate Increases from Capital and O&M Cost – Regional Water
Treatment Plant and Transmission System (Regional System – Grayrocks Reservoir Supply and
Regional System – New Off River Site – Whalen Reservoir Supply)
Additional cost estimate details and assumptions are provided in Appendix G – Cost Estimates

Areas of Controversy and Unresolved Issues
Grayrocks Reservoir is owned and operated by the Missouri Basin Electric Power Cooperative and
operates to provide water to the cooling towers at the power plant located upstream of Grayrocks
Reservoir. Preliminary discussions have identified the potential to BEPC staff. At this time, no
commitments have been provided. Development of Regional System with Supply from Grayrocks
Reservoir Alternative will require additional evaluation.
Transfer of water rights point of use within Wyoming, water depletions to Nebraska and within
Nebraska and transfer of water rights points of use in Nebraska water supply issues require additional
evaluation. These must be addressed in compliance within the current Wyoming/Nebraska Water
Compact requirements.
A PAWS regional water supply system administered by a Joint Powers Board with representatives from
both Wyoming and Nebraska may require constitutional amendments in both Wyoming and Nebraska,
to allow for an interstate Joint Powers Board authority.

Risk and Uncertainty
Risks and uncertainty revolve around the ability to resolve the areas of controversy and unresolved
issues identified above. The ability to resolve these issues revolves around the awareness of the critical
need, the understanding of economics of a regional system, support of the communities, and the
regional, state and Federal officials and elected officials promoting resolutions to this need.
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EXHIBIT 4-1
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EXHIBIT 4-2
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EXHIBIT 4-3
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EXHIBIT 4-T1
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EXHIBIT 4-T2
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EXHIBIT 4-T3
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EXHIBIT 4-T4
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EXHIBIT 4-T5
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EXHIBIT 4-T6
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EXHIBIT 4-T7
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EXHIBIT 4-T8
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EXHIBIT 4A
Reverse Osmosis (RO) Treatment Cost

The Reverse Osmosis Capital costs are based on "Capital and O&M Cost for Membrane Treatment
Facilities" prepared by Julie Nemeth-Harn, PE, Harn R/O Systems, Inc. The capital costs have been
adjusted to 2011 dollars.
Using Bayard as an example for use of the preceding chart:
The capital cost per gallon for Bayard is $4.40. For Bayard, x is 618,000 or 618MGD. Therefore
the equation y=3.7384(618)^-0.34 = $4.40, cost per gallon, and $4.40 times 618,000 gallons
equals $2,719,200. $2,719,000 represents the capital costs.

Operation and Maintenance Cost
The Operation and Maintenance costs are based on the operating cost provided by the City of
Torrington, Wyoming. These costs are then prorated for each community and equal to $2.50 per 1,000
gallons. These costs are based on discharge water being disposed of at the waste water treatment plant
and the spent membranes being disposed of (hauled by truck) to a landfill.
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Water Treatment Plant Capital and O&M Cost
Individual Water Treatment Plants compared to a Single Regional Water Treatment Plant

EXHIBIT 4B
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No-Action Alternative
Projected Water Rate Increases from Capital and O&M Cost
Individual Water Treatment Plants for each Municipality and County

EXHIBIT 4C
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Projected Water Rate Increases from Capital and O&M Cost
Regional Water Treatment Plant and Transmission System

EXHIBIT 4D
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Alternatives Considered But Dropped
A brief description and discussion on why it is not recommended for further consideration of PAWS
regional potable water supply alternatives were evaluated; including,

Minimal Potable Water Use Regional System
Currently, much use of the potable water system is for uses that do not require a treated water source,
such as, irrigation, lawn watering, fire flows, park watering, etc. It is estimated residents use less than
70 gallons per capita per day for actual potable water needs. These numbers would require much less
water treatment and smaller capacity pipe to municipalities and residents.
However, this system requires a second water supply to all users and creates significant operational
issues as to non-potable water use during the winter and for fire flows. The recommendation is to
implement potable water conservation awareness and incentives for municipalities and residents
throughout the PAWS area.

Regional System with Supply from Guernsey Reservoir
Logistically, water supply from Guernsey Reservoir to a water treatment facility downstream of the
embankment has hydraulic and operational advantages. However Guernsey currently conducts a “silt
run” each summer to reduce silt build up within the reservoir and to “line” irrigation canals downstream
of the dam, creating significant PAWS operational challenges. Also Guernsey Reservoir and the site are
designated as a State Park and National Historic Area. As such, administrative processes to acquire
approvals to construct PAWS facilities within this designated area are significant.

Regional System with Supply from wells in the vicinity of the confluence of the Laramie River
and the North Platte River
The location of wells within this area would be advantageous to a PAWS system. The capacity needed
for a PAWS system would require constant pumping and numerous wells. The location of these wells
indicates they would be designated as groundwater under the influence of surface water, and requires
significant mitigation within the Wyoming/Nebraska water compact. Deeper groundwater wells could
potentially produce higher quality water however at a significant increase in drilling and pumping cost.
The potential of this alternative could be reviewed and may deserve additional consideration depending
upon the willingness for adjudication of Wyoming/Nebraska compact issues and the political climate.

Regional System with Supply from wells in the Wheatland Flats area
The Wheatland flats area is an area bounded by Richeau Hills and the Laramie River on the north and
south respectively; and Sybille Creek and Chugwater Creek on the east and west respectively. Existing
Town of Wheatland wells in this area are 200-feet to 1000-feet deep. The shallow wells did experience
some fluctuation with the previous drought; however the deeper wells experienced no noticeable
changes in water surface levels, water quantity and water quality. The water quality is good, with some
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intermittent chlorination. Because of this reliable water source, the Town of Wheatland has neither
need nor desire to be a part of a regional system.
This area is designated as a control area by the Wyoming State Engineer’s office; which currently
prohibits additional wells within the control area.

Regional System with Supply from New Off-River Site
Several additional sites were identified in the Guernsey area as potential PAWS water storage facilities.
Each of these sites had attributes (some beneficial and some detrimental) as potential storage facilities
for the PAWS system. These were eliminated because they did not provide the required storage within
the maximum embankment criteria. If the dam embankment height and the reservoir capacity
restrictions were to be removed, it would merit additional review of these sites as a potential storage
facility location. A brief description of these additional sites is provided in Appendix E: Off- River Water
Storage Sites.
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Population and Use Projections
County populations for the year 2000 are provided for information only
Populations are based on the 2010 census for each county with a 1% per year growth factor
Assume the PAWS system delivers average daily flows to users (Municipalities and/or Water Districts)
Peak day demands will be addressed with user storage facilities
Average daily demand is assumed to be 155 gallons per capita per day
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CHAPTER V: AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
For this Appraisal Investigation, brief discussions of the affected environment are provided in Chapter
IV: Alternatives.
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CHAPTER VI: CONSULTATION & COORDINATION
Public Involvement
An initial public meeting, in Torrington, Wyoming, was conducted to provide an awareness of the
Appraisal Investigation Study, its purpose and desired outcomes, and to receive input. Although
sparsely attended, it was well received.
Following review and adjudication of comments of the Draft Final Report, a subsequent Public Meeting
is scheduled to inform residents of the area of the outcomes of the Study.

Cooperation with Other Agencies
The PAWS includes an area along the North Platte River generally extending from Guernsey, Wyoming
downstream (southeast) to Bridgeport, Nebraska. This includes both Wyoming and Nebraska.
Implementation of a regional system requires a Joint Powers Board with state officials from both states.
The understanding is that currently neither state has the constitutional ability to enter into an intrastate
Joint Powers Board. For such a system, constitutional amendments would probably be required from
each state. This doesn’t appear as a significant challenge as there is strong support for such a system
from residents, agencies and state staff and elected officials from both states; however, administratively
this may take some time.
Both Nebraska and Wyoming have a current history of working together to address issues along the
North Plate River as mandated from the water compact. It is anticipated these working relationships
will facilitate creation of a PAWS Joint Powers Board.
All rural communities within the PAWS area have been contacted and discussions have occurred as to
each specific need, concerns and how a PAWS system would provide desired solutions. There appears
to be strong understanding of the need and that a regional system provides for the additional funding
opportunities and for the most economical solution to a shared concern.
Throughout the conduct of this Appraisal Investigation, an Advisory Group, comprised of county, state
and federal agency officials, has provided valuable input and insights.
In addition, Wyoming and Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) officials have been
contacted, Discussions have occurred with State water engineering department staff. Discussions have
occurred with potentially impacted Irrigation District staff.
Discussions with Basin Electric Power Cooperative (BEPC), owners of Grayrocks Reservoir, staff have
identified potential opportunities with the PAWS regional system.
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Partnership Opportunities
A Joint Powers Board should be comprised of members from each state and representatives from some
of the rural communities, to promote, oversee, and administer a contemplated regional rural water
supply system.
Potential funding partners also provides critical financial benefits. Identified funding partners include
the United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), the USDA Rural Development offices of both Nebraska
and Wyoming, and the states of both Nebraska and Wyoming. Partnerships among these funding
sources will assist to promote an innovative arrangement, to the benefit of a regional water supply
system and all of the rural residents.
Additional information of the contacts and discussions with the participants and sponsors during the
conduct of this Appraisal Investigation is included in Appendix C: Participants/Sponsors.
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CHAPTER VII: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Historical Need
Deteriorating water quality in rural communities and rural areas of Southeast Wyoming and Western
Nebraska along the North Plate River basin are making it increasingly difficult and expensive to meet
public water quality standards. Higher water contamination levels, additional EPA regulations,
interstate water compact issues, an over-appropriation of current resources and an increasing
population limit the ability of the region to sustain current and future growth and economic vitality.
Numerous recent studies have identified the deteriorating water quality, explored individual community
water treatment options, and identified long term water planning alternatives. Review of these studies
has provided valuable data and insights to the water quality issues and efforts to address this water
quality need.
Calling the effort the Platte Alliance water Supply (PAWS) Study, together Goshen and Platte Counties in
Wyoming, and Scotts Bluff and Morrill Counties in Nebraska, initiated this investigation to evaluate a
region wide municipal rural water supply.

Purpose of this Appraisal Investigation
Goshen County and the City of Torrington, in Wyoming and Scotts Bluff County and the City of
Scottsbluff in Nebraska together submitted an application to the Unites States Bureau of Reclamation
(USBR) for funding to provide an Appraisal Investigation to evaluate regional municipal rural water
supply alternatives.
This Appraisal Investigation;
 provides an analysis of domestic and municipal water supply problems, needs and opportunities
within the PAWS study area;
 evaluates potential alternative improvement concepts;
 identifies a viable alternative; and
 recommends initiation of a feasibility study to further define, evaluate the recommended
alternative.
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Alternatives Evaluated
This Appraisal Investigation evaluated:

A No-Action Alternative
The No-Action Alternative assumes each rural community will continue to address water quality issues
with individual treatment processes. Treatment processes will continue to expand to address the
deteriorating water quality as well as compliance with current and future Safe Drinking Water
regulations. Costs developed with the No-Action Alternative include hiring additional certified operation
personnel, pumping costs, construction of enhanced treatment facilities and disposal of highly
contaminated water. To provide for a relative comparison costs developed for the No-Action
Alternative anticipate the rural communities will incorporate water conservation measures to reduce,
over time, average daily use by 40%.

Regional Alternatives
Assumptions used in the identification and evaluation of regional alternatives includes; surface water
quality diminishes from west to east through the study area; ground water quality diminishes from west
to east through the study area; ground water and surface water quality will continue to diminish in the
future; and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) will continue to incorporate regulations for
additional water quality constituents, with corresponding increased operational requirements. Costs
developed anticipate significant operational savings in the hiring of certified operation personnel and
the construction of treatment facilities for a regional treatment system. Costs developed for a regional
system anticipate the rural communities will incorporate water conservation measures to reduce the
historic potable water use by approximately 50%. Cost of regional potable water facilities is based on a
50-year design life. Fifty-year regional population is forecasted to double; however, water use will
decrease by 50%. Regional pipeline facilities will be sized for the 50-year capacity; however, treatment
facilities will be sized to accommodate a 25-year capacity with the ability to add additional capacity, if
and when needed.
Regional alternatives evaluated upstream treatment water supply, construction of regional water
treatment facilities, and provide treated water via gravity flow downstream to the PAWS communities.
Numerous water supply sites were identified, and two water supply source locations were further
defined; water supply from Grayrocks Reservoir and water supply from a new Off-River site.
Initial preliminary cost estimates for were prepared for the No Action and defined Regional Alternatives.
Also, funding scenarios costs and increases to monthly water bills were developed.
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Summary and Recommendations
The analysis demonstrates the cost of additional regional supply capital improvements will “break-even”
with the reduced regional O & M costs in approximately 12 years. In addition, the implementation of a
Regional System would be better able to “accommodate” potential future SDWA requirements and
provide a greater reliability of a potable water source.
Based on the outcomes of these reviews, investigations and evaluations this Appraisal Investigation
recommends advancing the identified Regional System alternatives to a Feasibility Level Study.
The recommended alternative includes:
 Create a PAWS entity (Joint Powers Board) comprised of Wyoming and Nebraska state and local
officials to mitigate impacts to surface users due to change in points of diversion and assure
both state’s allocations and requirements are maintained in accordance with current compacts.
(Or potentially, each state create a PAWS Joint Powers Board with both PAWS JPBs entering into
a contract for operation of the system.)
 Identify a long term (50-year) solution with flexibility to provide potable water for future
forecasted regional populations and address potential additional EPA standard water quality
requirements.
 Provide a water supply to the PAWS communities at a location upstream in the North Platte
River in the vicinity of the Town of Guernsey, Wyoming. Based on preliminary investigations,
this upstream source would not contain the Nitrates, Uranium and Arsenic concentrations and
the treatment processes would be significantly simplified. As an example, the water supply
from the North Platte River for the Town of Douglas (located approximately 50 miles upstream
from the Town of Guernsey and), requires only a slow sand filter and chlorination to comply
with current regulations.
 Incentivize PAWS communities to reduce consumptive potable water use through water
conservation measures, including: “metering” of individual tap use; upgrades to distribution
piping; use of non-potable sources for watering lawns, municipal parks and golf courses, etc.;
and public education.
 Construct a single water treatment plant to treat the water supply, and provide a gravity
transmission pipeline to deliver treated water to the PAWS communities. Water quality at the
upstream location does not contain the Uranium, Nitrate and Arsenic concentrations currently
necessitating reverse osmosis treatment processes and provides significantly “simplified”
treatment. Subsequent feasibility studies and designs should consider power generation at
pressure reducing stations located along the transmission pipeline.
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 Provide wholesale water to the PAWS communities. Each community would tap into this
transmission line and deliver water through existing municipal distribution networks.
 Changes to the points of diversion will most likely require mitigation of impacts to surface water
users.
Budget level cost estimates indicate the capital costs for construction of the regional PAWS facilities
(assuming a 50% grant, 50% loan at 4%) will break even with the current O&M costs within 12 years; and
the subsequently required water rates to individual users within the PAWS system are within USBR
parameters.
There is understanding and support throughout the PAWS region that maintaining water quality is
indeed a significant health and safety issue. This understanding is also held by County, State and Federal
staff and elected officials.
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